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QUESTION 1

A packaged goods company is migrating its current site to AEM. The company has a presence in the US, but is
expanding into two other countries within 12 months of launch on AEM. 

During which two tasks should the architect consider this expansion goal? (Choose two.) 

A. Site hierarchy definition 

B. Component development 

C. Workflow implementation 

D. Content migration 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which type of architecture diagram should an architect use to present application code and content flow? 

A. Deployment 

B. Physical 

C. Data Flow 

D. Logical 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three tasks can business users perform using AEM OOTB functionality/components/plugins? (Choose three.) 

A. Provide ratings for a particular page 

B. Present and sort order status client side 

C. Customize content using Twitter profile data 

D. Display a list of completed workflow items 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 4

An architect is helping a multi-national news company design its project and determine requirements. The functionality
requires several external feeds to display breaking news and live scores for major sporting events. 
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What is the most important factor for the architect to consider when meeting the performance requirements? 

A. The authentication requirements from each feed 

B. The number of JCR nodes each feed item requires 

C. The import frequency of the feed 

D. The payload type in which the feeds are returned 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which Dispatcher settings restrict the IP addresses that can issue invalidation requests? 

A. /allowedClients 

B. /virtualhosts 

C. /filter 

D. /renders 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

A company\\'s entertainment website contains the following features: 

A homepage with a consistent toolbar and listing of articles by category 

A community page 

Individual article pages containing a combination of text and images. 

End users are able to create new forums, browse article by category, log in using a modal dialog box, and search from
the toolbar. 

How many AEM templates should the architect create? 

A. Ten 

B. Seven 

C. Five 

D. Three 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 7

A financial institution is identified as a business user. AEM/Campaigns/Segmentation rules must be based on the
traits/data provided from the back end of the system. 

Which two types of information must be captured in the discovery session? (Choose two.) 

A. Whether any traits are combined to establish a segment 

B. Format in which segmentation traits are retrieved 

C. Keys/values for segmentation traits 

D. How back end service is integrated to retrieve customer data 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 8

Which three requirements, can be met by using AEM OOTB features/components? (Choose three. 

A. Use Google + to personalize user content 

B. Hide pages within content hierarchy 

C. Index PDF documents uploaded to AEM repository 

D. Enter additional data while approving workflow content 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 9

Which two requirements typically involve integration with a third-party service? 

A. Approval Workflow 

B. Federated Authentication 

C. Coordinate-Based Store Locator 

D. Watermarked Image Generation 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 10

In which type of architecture diagram would the architect be most likely to list the IP addresses of individual servers? 

A. Physical 
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B. Logical 

C. Conceptual 

D. Data Flow 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

A client acquires multiple companies that operate autonomously and want to use AEM to host all of their 

websites. 

How should the author users be grouped? 

A. Company-specific groups for workflow approval steps and general groups for content editing 

B. General groups for workflow approval and content editing 

C. Separate company-specific groups for both content editing and workflow approval steps 

D. Default AEM groups for workflow approval and company-specific groups for content editing 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

A client installs AEM using an application server. The architect must implement HTTPS in the client\\'s QA environment
with an application server as well. 

Which three AEM components/configurations must be changed relative to the QA environment? (Choose three.) 

A. Add secure flag to dispatcher configuration file 

B. Install the SSL version of the dispatcher 

C. Configure the CQ servlet engine HTTP service to use SSL using the company certificate 

D. Configure replication agents to use SSL 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 13

While conducting analysis during the discovery phase, several artifacts are obtained as outputs from activities such as
surveys, questionnaires, and data gathering. 

What is the LEAST significant option? 

A. Mobile and tablet display features 
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B. Content types that must be migrated 

C. Navigation structure 

D. Page load speed 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

AEM installs default groups and users. 

Which two concepts should the architect know about the admin, anonymous, and author users? (Choose two.) 

A. Keep all three users as default 

B. All default accounts should be deleted. 

C. Modifying the anonymous account creates additional security implications. 

D. Change the password for the admin account from the default. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 15

A customer is introducing blog and forum functionality. To handle the moderation of data between the publisher and
author instances, the customer needs to add reverse replication agents. The architect must create documentation based
on a proposed solution architecture. 

Which two architectural diagrams should the architect modify? 

A. Logical 

B. Physical 

C. Conceptual 

D. Data Flow 

Correct Answer: AD 
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